PINNA FIDELIS
VENDIMIA SELECCIONADA

RIBERA DEL DUERO
TYPE: Joven VARIETAL: 100% Tempranillo VINTAGE: 2014
ALCOHOL: 14,5% WINEMAKER: Javier Gil
Harvesting is done by hand, selecting the best clusters at their optimal
point of polyphenolic maturation. The grapes come from vineyards
over 30 years old, situated on high, sterile land where they ripen with
difficulty, concentrating their aroma, soft tannins and colour.

WINEMAKING:
Harvest method: By hand, selecting individual clusters.
Varietal: 100% Tempranillo. Vineyards over 30 years old.
Fermentation in American oak barrels
Barrel Aging: 16 months (French oak barrels).

TASTING NOTES

THE REGION: RIBERA DEL
DUERO

Gold Medal at Concours Mondial
Bruxelles 2019

COLOUR: : Vivid cherry red core with a thin layer exhibiting purple
shades. Smooth and brilliant.
AROMAAfter breathing in the wine glass, a highly intense aroma,
raspberry, vanilla, cinnamon, coco, cacao, chocolate, freshly roasted
coffee, ripe fruit compote. Truffle and pepper. With time, aromas of
raisins and an undertone of violets can be detected.
PALATE:
Powerful, fleshy, round, smooth soft tannins. These are
wines with high aging potential. The tannin will continue to polymerize,
gaining in fineness on the palate and in aromatic complexity.
The region is characterised by a largely flat, rocky terrain and is
centred on the town of Aranda de Duero, although the most famous
vineyards surround Peñafiel and Roa de Duero to the west.
Geologically, tertiary sediments, consisting of gently lenticular layers of
silty or clayey sand, alternate with layers of limestone, marl and chalky
concretions. The Duero valley, formed during the Miocene period, has a
flat, rocky, gently undulating terrain, ranging from 911 m down to 750
m above sea level. The Ribera del Duero has moderate to low rainfall
(450 mm per year) and is exposed to quite extreme climatic conditions;
long, dry summers with temperatures of up to 40 °C are followed by
hard winters during which temperatures may fall as low as -18 °C.
There are also marked variations in temperature within each season.
The climate is continental and Mediterranean, with more than 2,400
hours of annual sunlight.
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